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Abstract

The principles and conceptual models of universal bibliographic control and those of the semantic web share the common goal of organizing the documentary universe by highlighting the relevant entities and mutual relationships, in order to ensure the widest possible access to knowledge. This drives a significant change in the entire information chain, from the analysis and structuring of the data to their dissemination and use.

From the construction of bibliographic data models, the point of view, the semantic web paradigm pushes the boundaries of the exchange of records among relatively homogeneous cataloging systems and opens a transversal dialogue between different actors and systems, in a digital ecosystem that is not contained within cultural, linguistic, geographical or thematic limits.

In this context, it is necessary to dialogue with heterogeneous communities, more or less authoritative, driven by the web and often created by institutions or groups of users quite different from the ones to which cataloging tradition is accustomed. The free reuse of data can also take place in contexts very different from those of origin, multiplying for everyone the opportunities for universal access and the production of new knowledge.

Can different cataloging traditions coexist in such a changed context and integrate without losing their information value? Based on some recent experiences, this appears to be possible.
Universal Bibliographic Control and International MARC (UBCIM) was an office established during the 1970’s by IFLA, as result of a discussion about the importance of the international sharing of bibliographic data to help reduce costs and to encourage greater cooperation worldwide.

The aim was that each national bibliographic agency would catalog the works published in its own country and establish the names of its authors, and that the data would be shared and re-used around the world.

Under the theoretical UBC, any document would only be cataloged once in its country of origin, and that record would then be available for the use of any library in the world.
Background

Pullach/München: Verlag Dokumentation, 1974

The document emphasises the responsibility of national bibliographic agencies for creating an authoritative bibliographic record of publications of their own countries and making them available to other bibliographic agencies. The process is carried out only by following international standards both in the creation of bibliographic as well as authority records*

*Gordon Dunsire, Mirna Willer, *The local in the global: universal bibliographic control from the bottom up*
Background

In the 1990’s it was recognized that having data in a language and script users could understand it is extremely important, and by doing so, respecting the cultural diversity of users around the world should be addressed as well.

Web technologies offer new possibilities for sharing data at a global scale and beyond the library domain, but also show a need for authoritative and trusted data.
Background

- the transformation of textual description into a set of data usable for automatic processing by machines;
- the need to make data elements uniquely identifiable within the information context of the web;
- the need for data to be compliant with web technologies and standards;
- the need to use a transversal and interoperable language in the reality of the web.
IFLA Professional Statement on Universal Bibliographic Control

- December 2012 - IFLA reaffirms some items:

  ● A National bibliographic agency (NBA) has the responsibility for providing the authoritative bibliographic data for publications of its own country and for making that data available to other NBAs, libraries, and other communities [...] 

  ● NBAs, as a part of the creation of authoritative bibliographic data, also have the responsibility for documenting authorized access points for persons, families, corporate bodies, names of places, and authoritative citations for works related to its own countries [...] 

  ● IFLA has [...] the responsibility for creating, maintaining and promoting bibliographic standards and guidelines to facilitate this sharing of bibliographic and authority data (e.g., ISBD, the FRBR family of conceptual models, etc.) ;

  ● IFLA works collaboratively with other international organizations (e.g., ISO, ICA, ICOM, etc.) in the creation and maintenance of other standards in order to ensure that library standards developments, including compatible data models, are coordinated with those of the wider community.

The role of National bibliographic agencies

To express the cultural richness of a country in a way that can be universally shared with other countries and agencies (Local production in a global context)

- A National bibliographic agency (NBA) has the responsibility for providing the authoritative bibliographic data for publications of its own country and for making that data available to other NBAs, libraries, and other communities [...] 

- NBAs, as a part of the creation of authoritative bibliographic data, also have the responsibility for documenting authorized access points for persons, families, corporate bodies, names of places, and authoritative citations for works related to its own country [...]
The role of IFLA in coordinate the NBAs

Focus on standards and guidelines to make data universally sharable, in a wider community (Local production in a global context)

- IFLA has [...] the responsibility for creating, maintaining and promoting bibliographic standards and guidelines to facilitate this sharing of bibliographic and authority data (e.g., ISBD, the FRBR family of conceptual models, etc.);

- IFLA works collaboratively with other international organizations (e.g., ISO, ICA, ICOM, etc.) in the creation and maintenance of other standards in order to ensure that library standards developments, including compatible data models, are coordinated with those of the wider community.
“Think global, act local”

- Patrick Geddes -
UBC as local and global dimension

National Bibliographic Agencies are focused on:

- Production that expresses the cultural richness of one's country, be it produced locally or from another country
- Attention to global content of interest to its users, related (or not) to local content
- Attention to the way the content is expressed through metadata: application of international standards and rules but with frequent "local" choices (example: the rule of presenting as a favorite the form of a name understandable to your users)
- Universal standards and rules applied locally, for specific needs
The record as the protagonist of this local and global scenario

The balance between local and global views within the UBC worked well until the contents conveyed were defined...

➢ by National bibliographic agencies

...and controlled through descriptions (metadata), built in compliance with shared rules and standards:

➢ bibliographic and authority records
From record to entity

Each record has metadata useful to derive properties in order to build entities. But they are hidden.
The new revolution: from record to entity
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Fathers and daughters
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Linked data means structured information, born to be shared and reused
“Es ist die Maja, der Schleier des Truges, welcher die Augen der Sterblichen umhüllt und sie eine Welt sehnläßt, von der man weder sagen kann, daß sie sei, noch auch, daß sie nicht sei: denn sie gleicht dem Traume, gleich dem Sonnenglanz auf dem Sande, welchen der Wanderer von ferne für ein Wasser hält, oder auch dem hingeworfenen Strick, den er für eine Schlange ansieht.”

“It is Mâyâ, the veil of deception, which blinds the eyes of mortals, and makes them behold a world of which they cannot say either that it is or that it is not: for it is like a dream; it is like the sunshine on the sand which the traveller takes from afar for water, or the stray piece of rope he mistakes for a snake.”

Arthur Schopenhauer, Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung
From **identity** to a real **entity**...

This epochal transition was largely favored by the linked open data paradigm, and by the new way of understanding and structuring data, decisively shifting the focus from identity, as a form of presentation of an entity, to a real entity, consisting of a series of properties and relationships useful for its identification.

“Identity is all that makes an entity definable and recognizable, because it possesses a set of qualities or characteristics that make it what it is and, for that very reason, distinguish it from all other entities”

- Wikipedia -
...from a flat description to a real-world object

The cataloging tradition has for centuries been focused on records intended as a synthesis of the expression of an identity, forgetting, perhaps, that behind the many possible forms of expression of an identity there is a unique and, in some ways, unrepeatable entity.

“Are the winner of Austerlitz and the loser of Waterloo the same person?”
From a **flat description** to a **real-world object** as a crucial transition from a **2D to a 3D vision**

The shift of attention from the record to the entity, understood as a real-world object, could be represented as the passage from a flat, static, 2-dimensional worldview to a dynamic, 3-dimensional worldview.

In cataloging terms, we are facing a crucial transition from a representation of the world, to the world in itself, in its concreteness and variety, and to the attempt, which remains so, to express it in its reality.

“**The world is my representation**”

- Arthur Schopenhauer, *Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung* -
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Vincent’s Bedroom - 3D Model
Reproduction from the original created by Julieta Lucia Vicente (https://vimeo.com/82588190)
Van Gogh’s portrait

Authority record for Vincent van Gogh, Marc21 (LOC catalogue)

Authority record for Vincent van Gogh, Unimarc (BNF catalogue)

Authority record for Vincent van Gogh, Unimarc (SBN catalogue)
Van Gogh’s 3D portrait by Sina Pahlevani
(reproduction from the original, available here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JB1bC8Dw0oQ&feature=youtu.be)
The new digital ecosystem: a network of data

Source: https://www.ontotext.com/knowledgehub/webinars/build-narratives-connect-artifacts-cultural-heritage/
Jenn Riley’s Seeing Standards: A Visualization of the Metadata Universe
(http://jennriley.com/metadatamap/)
The authority of the sources and the still fundamental role of the UBC

In such transversal, heterogeneous and not always authoritative information sources, does UBC still make sense and do the metadata and distribution agencies that take charge of it still have a role?

Can different cataloging traditions coexist in such a changed context and integrate without losing their information value and authoritative character?

“Data constitute the backbone on which the communication scaffold is grafted. But the more the data is authentic, truthful, authoritative, certified and verifiable, the more difficult it is to invent fake news”

“I dati costituiscono la dorsale su cui si innesta l’impalcatura della comunicazione. Ma più i dati sono autentici, veritieri, autorevoli, certificati e verificabili, più è difficile inventare fake-news”

- Giovanni Pirrotta, Generazione e verifica di notizie di qualità attraverso il Web Semantico: la storia di Liliana Segre - (https://medium.com/@gpirrotta/generazione-e-verifica-di-notizie-di-qualit%C3%A0-attraverso-il-web-_semantico-la-storia-di-liliana-6cd81f05e9fe)
Data modeling and authority of the source

Each ontology or dataset refers to an institution or a community; the strength and authority of the source are, for the most part, guaranteed by the strength and authority of the community that creates and manages this source.

The strength of a community, which guarantees the authoritativness and certifiability of a source, is also given by the number (quantitative aspect) and by the typology (qualitative aspect - often hard to define-) of the community guarantor of the source.

Anyone can say Anything about Anything
- AAA Principle -
The truthfulness of the information depends on the quality of the source.
Data modeling and authority of the source

The contribution in terms of authority of each National bibliographic agency remains fundamental, and indeed, acquires centrality again in a new global scenario in which each source can contribute to building the most effective representation of an entity, but many sources cannot guarantee the character of authority, persistence and updating of it.
*Democracy, as the main concept in building an Entity*

In this process from bibliographic and authority control to entity management, in a shared environment, *democracy* is the main concept.

How it is applied to build entities and how it affects cluster/entity identification strategies:

- Each National Bibliography Agency can choose any preferred form and all variants for an entity (it can choose the number and type of its attributes); the constraints on the formats lapse.
- All "locally preferred" forms have become equal in a global shared environment, in a cluster that doesn’t is affected by hierarchical structure and logic.
Democracy, as the main concept in building an Entity

As in all democratic systems, it is necessary to choose someone who represents the people: thus, also in entity representation, different institutions can choose between different variant forms (literals) the one that best represents the entity in its own community.

Cicero, Marcus Tullius
(Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze)

Марк Туллий Цицерон, 106-43 е.Кр.
(National Library of Estonia)
The *Provenance* and its supporting role in tracking the source

The role of the *Provenance* to manage a shared environment (in building or in retrieving the authoritative data) is crucial:

- Ensures that each Institution, as source, takes responsibility for data (data trust);
- Allows institutions to share their data in wider contexts, keeping track of their contributions (data traceability);
- Allows users (professional or end users, as well as machines) to apply filters to select data from specific sources (Application profile).
The *Provenance* and its supporting role in tracking the source

The assertion is not more

“The preferred label” – “is” – “Pirandello, Luigi, 1867-1936”

but

“the Library of Congress says that” “The preferred label” – “is” – “Pirandello, Luigi, 1867-1936”. 

```
<http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79059944> mads:authoritativeLabel "Pirandello, Luigi, 1867-1936"

<http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/organizations/dlc> prov-o:wasAttributedTo <http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79059944> .
```
The *Provenance* and its supporting role in tracking the source: it stems the risks inherent the AAA Principle, anyone can say anything about anything
Open borders for wider data sharing

The attention of the entire data production chain, returns to focus on the real and essential information power of the data, structured so as to be universally understood and shared.

In this context, aspects such as the record format are marginalized to express local choices and needs, not at all limiting the ability of the data to convey a global shareable message.

Authoritative institutions, both local and global, reaffirm their role and their centrality...

...provided they are able to adapt themselves and their services to the runaway evolution of the times.
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